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In this draft, we summarize the approaches that have been proposed and studied for active learning in the past.
It was proposed in the late 1980s [2, 4]. The main idea to selectively choose examples for soliciting labels such that
the number of examples required labeling can be reduced dramatically. In the following, we will first review the list
of theories and algorithms that have been proposed and studied for active learning, followed by the discussion of
applications of active learning.

1 Theory and Algorithm

One strategy toward active learning is to select data points that have the largest variance their prediction. It was
theoretically justified in [17] from the viewpoint of information theory. A number of methods have been proposed and
studies in this category. The key difference among them is how to estimate classification variance:

• An ensemble approach. The main idea is to first create a set of classification model, and then the classification
variance of each data point is measured by the amount of disagreement among the ensemble of models. The
most well know approach in this category is “query by committee”. It was first proposed in [23] and is further
analyzed in [9]. A similar idea is also studied in [13] but under the context of bias-variance tradeoff. One of the
keys to this approach is how to efficiently generate a set of classification models. A straightforward approach
is to directly sample classification models from their posterior distribution [18]. In [11], a method of Gibbs
sampling is used to generate an ensemble of models based on random walks. In [8], the problem of sampling
from a version space is converted to the problem of sampling from convex bodies, whose kernel extension is
established in [10]. Another approach is to first create multiple samples of training examples using methods
such as Bagging and Boosting, and then build a classification model for each sample [1]. In [20], the authors
extend the ensemble approach in order to calculated the variance of the estimated class probabilities for every
data point.

• Fisher information. In [27], the authors proposed to select data points based on the reduction in Fisher infor-
mation matrices. However, no empirical evidence is shown given its computational complexity.

• Classification margin/uncertainty. In this approach, the classification variance (or uncertainty) of a data point
is measured by how far the data point is away from the classification boundary (i.e., classification margin)
[6, 22, 26]. This approach is further justified in [26] as an efficient way to reduce the volume of version space.
A similar approach is taken by Lewis and Gale for text classification task [14]. For a probabilistic classifier,
this idea become to measure if the estimated class probabilities are uniformly distributed. Scheffer and Wrobel
demonstrated this approach in the Hidden Markov Model [21].

Incorporation of test data One problem with the above approaches is that they did not take into account of
the distribution of test data. As a result, although the overall quality of classification model is improved through the
process of active learning, the classification accuracy of test data may not necessarily be improved at the same time. As
indicated in [17,19], the selection algorithms presented above may choose data points on the outlier of the distribution.
Those data points tend to have high uncertainty in classification. but getting their labels usually provide little help on
improving the classification accuracy for most test data. To this end, Roy and MaCallum [19] presented an active
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learning approach that directly reduced the expected entropy of classification for test data. A related idea is presented
in [16] for nearest neighbor classifiers. In [7], the author demonstrated that, for certain models, the expected reduction
in the utility function can calculated analytically if the distribution of input data is given.

Combining active learning algorithms Given different strength of each active learning algorithm, in [5], the
authors proposed an ensemble approach that combines multiple different active learning algorithms to perform well
under a variety of scenarios.

2 Applications

Text categorization

There have been many studies on applying active learning to text categorization, including [14, 15, 18, 19].

Natural language processing

Part of Speech Tag [3], Parsing tree [12] (using tree entropy), Information extraction [24] (using a RAPIER that is a
rule-based learner) and Pascal project (http://tyne.shef.ac.uk/Pascal/) that evaluate learning techniques for information
extraction, image retrieval [25] (consider Batch sampling based on greedy strategy named “speculative sampling”)
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